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Golden Knights fall to Uberty University in the final two minutes 7-6-p. 20·
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Consbuction of new
road through the
arboretum begins
pus, you will very easily be able to
get to the parking lots (on South
Gemini)," Newman said.
Getting up in the morning is
Eventually, there will be four
hard enough.
lanes around the campus, with acaBut trying to find a parking demic buildings as the core.
space on campus is even harder.
To give students another way
However, next fall students onto campus, Newman said that fashould have easier access to park- cilities planning will try to construct
ing lots due to construction in the a road that connects with McCullock
arboretum:
Road.
"It begins to fulfill one of the
Before contractors started to
goals of the master plan for trans- clear the arboretum , UCF ·Biology
portation," said Peter Newman, di- Professor Jack Stout and a group of
rector of facilicies planning.
students examined the area to be
The$ 1.8 million project will cleared.
include two new lanes on Souch
"We routinely examined it
Gemini.
for listed species for categories of
The Amick Construction - endangerment," Stout said. "I exCompany , the contractors for the amined .all of the right-of-way for
project, will cut through a small gopher tortoises."
portion of the arboretum on East
After four days of work, Stout
Gemini . Two new lanes that con- said no tortoises or plants were
nect with North Gemini will be found.
constructed.
Before construction began,
Two more lanes will beadded the biology department questioned
to East Gemini in the future.
see ARBORETUM, page 8
"When you come on camby MICHELLE MARTINEZ

Contributing writer

photoiHUNT

Construction of the new roads has begun; eventually, the campus will be circumvented.

Welcome the
28th Senate

Hunger and Homeless
week to raise student
awareness

by JEFF HUNT
News editor

by JOHN DYSERT
Managing editor

With the Judicial Council ignoring the
Elections Commission's suggestion to hold
new elections for the College of Engineering,
the 28th Student Government Senate was
finally sworn in last Thursday night.
After a week's delay, the Senate went
to work by voting down a resolution to hold
the Election Commissions ' last pay check
while they are under investigation.
The Elections Commission is under
investigation by the Senate Elections and
Appointments Committee for unspecified
reasons. The Senators involved declined to
comment for fear of biasing its investigation.
Marigella Malapira, Chief Election
Commissioner, said that she had heard rumors that the commission had acted with
incompetence due to poor training, but that
she felt otherwise.
·
"We had to do everything in a hurry,"
admitted Malapira. "But co.nsidering we only
had a week, I feel we' ve done a great job."
The chief election commissioner usually has three weeks or more to hire and train
other commissioners, but this time Malapira
had only one week.

Nearly 26 million Americans - over
10 percent of the total population - rely on
local soup kitchens and emergency food pantries to survive.
According to a study conducted by the
Second Harvest National Food Bank Network, 73 percent of households requesting
assistance earn less than $10,000 a year.
Many are recently unemployed, live in
a single parent family or are homeless.
In Central Florida, 65 percent of those
needing assistance are children - compared
with 42.9 percent nationally.
To combat the problem, VolunteerUCF
is sponsoring Hunger and Homeless we.eka week of giving, education and support for
those who are in need of life's necessities.
Rosibel Monserrate, director of Volunteer UCF, said that college students don't see
and generally are not aware of the problems
facing the homeless.
She said the purpose of Hunger and
Homeless week is to promote education on
homeless issues, and to get the UCF corn musee HUNGER, page 3 .

see SENATE, page 8
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NEW
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NEW '95

82300
PICKUP

MX-3

Full Factory Equipment, Overdrive Transmission, Air Bag,
Rear Bumper, 3 Year/50,000 Mile Factory Warranty!

Dual Air Bags, AM/FM Cassette, 5-Speed
Transmission, 3 Year/50,000 Mile Warranty!
See Dealer for Details
6

AT THIS PRICE!

•

•
•

MILLENIAL

•

•
Auto., Air, Pwr
Air Conditioning,
Steering, Cloth
Bedliner, Rebuilt
Seate, Stereo, 1 Of Engine, Extra Cleanl
A Kind! (#K3213235)
(#KUA89439)

Air Conditioning,
Power Steering,
5 Speed, Low Miles,
Stereo! (#KW831528)

Air, Auto. Trans.,
Pwr. Wnds.-lcks.Str., Local Owner!
(#LNB16644)

5550 55900 55950 58950

5

'95 FORD

'94 MAZDA

RANGERXLT

PROTEGE DX

Air, Power Steering,
Stereo, Chrome
Wheels, Bedlinerl
{#SUA05967)

Automatic, Air Cond.,
Power Steering,
Club Seats!
(#R0750244)

'94 NISSAN

SENTRALTD
Spoiler, Sunr~f,
Cassette, Cruise,
Sport Seats!
(#RC839809)

'94 MAZDA

B-3000 V-:6

Long Bed, Automatic,
Air1 Stereo Bedliner
Alloy Wheels! '
(#RTM08543)

510,950 510,950 511,t50 511,750
'92 NISSAN

'95 CHEVY

'92 HONDA

KING CAB SE 414

CAVALIER LS

PRELUDE SI

Auto., 4 Dr., Power
Windows & Locks
Cassette, Loaded!
(#57114417)

Power SunroofWnds.-Lcks.,
Alloy Wheels,
Upgraded Stereo!

Automatic Trans.,
Air Cond, 7 Pass.,
Fully Serviced!
(#M0340649)

511,990 513,450 513,490

Air, Auto. Trans.,

&Locks, Cruise, Cass,
New Tires, Extra Clean!

Pwr. Steer/Wind/ Lies.,

(INS219377)

AM/FM Cass., Low
Miles! (#RC05988) ·

Air Conditioning,
Sport Wheels,
4 Or., P/Steering,
Sporty (180594469)

59450 59900 510,790 510 50
'94 MAZDA

MX-3

'92 DODGE

'94 FORD

CARAVAN SE

PROBE SE

Teal Green,
Automatic, Power
Sunroof, Cassette!
(#R0312077)

6 Cyl., Air,
Automatic, 8
Passenger, Bring The
Family! (#NX159422)

Pwr. Sunroof, Auto.,
Pwr. Wnds.-Lcks.,
X-tra Clean!
(#RS184175)

511,990 511,500 511,800
'92MAZDA

Forest Green, Pow•
SutYocA, Upgraded
Stereo, Power WindJl.111.,
Cruise! (INU033673)

Power Sunroof, Windows

MPVV-6
Auto., Dual ~. Power

'95 NISSAN

ALTIMA GXE

'95 TOYOTA

•

•

'94 MITSUBISHI

ECLIPSE GS

•

s11,a90

•

Surwoof, Anoy
Wheels Spoiler
Upgra~d Stere~,
Aawleu! (#RE012507)

'93 MAZDA

COROLLA DX MIATA CONY.

•

Green, Power

'

•
,•
•
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Students' views of professors
to make more of a difference
by NICOLE KING
Contributing writer

•

•

The student-teacher evaluation system has been remodeled.
The Florida Board of Regents
has mandated a common evaluation
form containing eight, basic questions. The "new" system will be
fully implicated in the spring of '96
for all state supported universities.
Student-teacher evaluations
began for the purpose of improving
teaching effectiveness and assessing faculty by their presentation and
methodology. At the end of each
semester, students are given a survey-type form and are asked to answer a series of questions. The questions vary from the difficulty of the
class, to the condition of the learning environment. Under guidelines
of the old system, the results were
then summarized and not intended
for student usage.
According to Dean Marty
Wanielista of the College of Engineering, UCF has planned a teaching-learning facility. All student
documents are to be kept here along
with a summary of the evaluation
results. Dean Wanielista feels that
the changes will be greatly appreciated by the student body, ''This is a
student-driven campaign. The students want it and have helped tremendously in volunteering ques-

tions to be voted upon. We have
received over 800 questions to
choose from; the overall opinion, at
least on this campus, is that these
changes are long overdue."
Two very significant differences are implicated in this new
system. The first is-the student accessibility to the results. As mentioned before, students have never
been allowed to view summaries of
the results. The second change is
that all of the classes will be given
the opportunity to evaluate the
course. Previ9usly, professors have
been allowed to choose one class
from their course load to fill out the
evaluation forms. This new system
wi II give all UCF students an opportunity to express their opinions on
courses and professors particularly
because thead,ministration is retaining the studen:t .free-response section of the form.
This fall, a random selection
of 60 to 80 students will take a
practice test sim iJar to the one which
will be implicated in the spring.
This will give the UCF administration an opportunity to see what questions work the best for UCF and
allow students to comment on the
effectiveness or the new system.
Eight state-mandated questions are required for all universities
and cannot be changed, but each
university is allowed their own

choices as to additional questions
presented on the questionnaire.
In order to assure that the
student body ' s voice is heard,
school officials have scheduled
meetings solely for the purpose of
student input. These meetings look
to be nothing but supportive of the
changes according to student opinions.
"By providing us with access to the results, it will give
reassurance to all students that we
receive an equal opportunity and
that we're getting what we're paying for. Perhaps, this will set a
standard for all classes," said biology major Peter Wiebe.
. Makiko Minoya, journ~l
ism major, agrees. "All of the students in a class ·usually feel the
same way about the effectiveness
of the professor and the course
material. But I am interested to
see how other students feel as
opposed to just my own opinion."
Even though the upd~ted
system will not be utilized until ·
the spring, Dean Wanielista has
already felt the positive feedback
from students and faculty, "I am
optimistic about this new system ·
because the students and faculty
have been very supportive. We all
feel that this process is more effective and offers a more indicative
consensus of student opinion."

Hunger and homeless week to
confront students' sheltered lives
from HUNGER, Page 1

dents are unique in that they acnity involved in the fight to help the . ti vely volunteer when they know a
disadvantaged. ·
cause exists - the key to getting
"Students on campus gener- students active in a cause, she said,
ally are sheltered from those who lays in education and programming.
are poor and don 't have a place to
'T ve found that UCF students
live or anything to eat," Monserrate are more than willing to volunteer
said. "The reason for having Hun- when they've been educated on a
ger and Homeless Week is to in- certain issue," Monserrate said.
form the students on the problems "That's whyourmainobjectivehere
homeless people face, and to ask [at Volunteer UCF] is education.
them for donations to help the poor
"The more people that un get a second chance."
derstand the circumstances that
For the remainder of this surround the homeless problem in
week, members of Volunteer UCF America, the more that will reach
will have food and clothing boxes out and help people. So that's what
placed throughout campus so stu- we're all about - informing students, faculty and administrators can dents and providing programming
donate canned goods and clothing to get them active."
items.
Monserrate said I 0 boxes
On Saturday, volunteers are of food and five boxes of clothing
being sought to work for Habitat for were collected on campus during
Humanity, .an effort where volun- Hunger and _Homeless Week last
teers help build homes for low-in- year.
come families.
She is hoping even more stuMonserrate said that UCF stu- dents will make donations this year.
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take

KaP.lan andget
a higher score...

Classes starting soon - call now!
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ARRESTS

POLICE BEAT

A Puerto Rican male was arA white female was arrested
rested and charged on Oct. 3 for
and
charged
with possession of candriving with an expired tag and for
nabis
under
20 grams and possesdriving with a suspended driver's
sion
of
paraphernalia
on Sept. 19
license.

Two fraternity males were
An indigenous aborigine male
arrested
and charged on Sept. 20 for
was arrested and charged with disunder
age
drinking and disorderly
orderly intoxication on Sept. 9 at a
intoxication
at the La Border
fraternity party.
Cantina.
A white female· was arrested
and charged with driving under the
A white female was arrested
More students take Kaplan's courses every
influence on Sept. 17 on Alafaya and charged with driving under the
year than any other test prep company's.
Trail.
influence on Sept. 21 when she ran
Call us today to find out why.
a stop sign on Gemini Road.
1-800-KAP-TEST
A white male was arrested
and charged with unauthorized use
On Sept. 23, a white female
ofadrivers license on Sept. 17 when was arrested and charged with posThe answer to the test que~!~on~.________. he obtained a wristband for the pur- session of alcohol by an underage
pose of consuming a~cohol with it. person.

KAPLA.N

A white male was arrested
and charged with possession of alcohol by an underage person on
Oct. I when an officer observed him
drinking at a Pi Kappa Alpha party.

•

•

•
CRIMINAL MISCHIEF
Brian E. Williams reported
that someone damaged the tail of
the lion at the Sigma Alpha Epsilon
house. Damage is es ti mated at $100.
Megan Alliah Cassidy reported that someone damaged her
car by scratching it with a key.
Geneview Varela reported
that someone damaged her vehicle
by scratching the hatchback with a
key.

•

•
•
•

from MIAMI:
Fares are STUDENT fa res, each
way based o n a round trir r urchase
and are subject to change. Inte rnational
Stude nt ID may be required . Taxes &
surcharges are NOT incl uded ..

LONDON
PARIS
ATHENS
ROME

$169
269
359
372

CARACAS
$109
"BUENOS AIRES 349
BANGKOK
469
TOKYO
435
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ClEE: Council on International
Educational Exchange
On the Web: http://www .ciee.org/cts/ ctshome.htm

•

1-800-2-COUNCIL
.

(1-800-226-8624)
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We~nesday, Octo~er 25, 1995 · .
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11 :OOam - 1:OOpm
Presentation ~y Dean Richard Huseman at Noon
· . . -Free Hot Dogs and.~oda.
~
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282-0505

$5°0 Lg Cheese Pizza
w/ valid student ID
Located across from U.C.F.
in the UC7 Shopping Center

We Deliver!

25¢ Wings
Monday - Friday 11 - 5
All Day and Night Saturday
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This week's CAB events are so exceptional that there's
absolutely no reason not to come out. ..

well, okay, maybe one.
Tuesday Oct.17

Wednesday Oct.18

Sunday Oct.22

Tuesday Oct.24

Tuesday Knight Live
Pat McCurdy (Comedy)
SAC 8:00 p.m.
Talent Show Auditions
SAC 7:00-9:00 p.m.

Volunteer UCF Hunger Banquet
University Club 6:00 p.m.
RSVP 823 - 3318
Talent Show Auditions
SAC Game Room 7:00-9:00 p.m.
· II "Goo d" 8 p.m.
Theat re Senes

Moyie: My Family
SAC
6:30 & 9:00 p.m.

Tuesday Knight Live
Pablo Francisco (Comedy)
SAC 8:00 p.m.

Upcoming Spring Break Ski Trip!
More Info. 823 - 6471
Winter Park, Colorado
Call Jean Holt at 823-6471 1a~r.AB~i
. 'W'
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You're a Business Major cramming for an
English Lit exam. It's late and you're cranky.
You keep thinking, "How the heck is the damn
'Raven' gonna help me land a job on Wall
Street?" You get angry. So you call Dad to vent.
He helps you understand the importance of
it all. Then he yells at you for dialing zero
to call collect. Quoth the father, "Nevermore."

FREE
MONE~
FOR COL.L.EGE
-
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Billions to be claimed
All students qualify
. $350 guaranteed
for a nominal processing fee

Call Besa at John Patrick Com usrv 407 671-9973

*---· ·····--------t
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11
:IWITH
FREE
6
SUB
:
THE PURCHASE OF A 6 SUB I
11

IOF EQUAL OR LESSER VALUE AND I
ITHE PURCHASE OF A ANY DRINK I

I

Only enc ~cupcn per per.sen per YI.sir. Cennct be ccmblnld wtrh eny ohcr

3912 Alafaya
Trail

.

~.

I
I
ii({~~ I
I
Across from \~i I
, 15,199.5
UCFPhone 277-3350 '
JI Otte Expirczs·NOVeMBeR
discount.
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University Floral
& Gift Shoppe

YOUR ONE-STOP SHOPPE;
FOR ALL YOUR FLORAL NEEDS
UNIVERSITY PALMS SHOPPING CENTER

4250 ALAFAYA TR. OVIEDO, FL 32765
(Next to Border Cantina)

366-1177
We wire
Flowers, Balloons & Gift Baskets
Anywhere!
IN ADDITION TO BEAU)'IFUL
FRESH FLOWERS WE ALSO HAVE
• SILKS • BALLOONS • GIFfS
• DISH GARD~NS • GITT BASKETS

World Wide Delivery
Prompt Delivery Service

• FLOOR PLANTS

Free Bridal Consultations

Construction begins through arboretum · 28th S.G. Senate
om ARBORETUM, page 1

Student Legal Services
Problems With:
•Landlords
• Insurance
-• Contracts
•Traffic Tickets
Need:
•A Will
•A Name Change
• Uncontested Dissolution
UCF's Student Legal Services provides free
legal consultation and representative in certain
legal areas for qualified UCF students.
For information or an appointment
call 823-2538
or stop by the student center room 22 7
Monday-Friday Sam-Spm
Funded through Activity & Service Fee
by the Student Government Association

the flow of water through the arboreturn.
"We were uncertain about
how they would handle the water
that runs through the arboretum,"
Stout said.
Large culvert pipes will be
installed to regulate the flow of water
n each side of the road that will he
onstructed in the arboretum.
The arboretum serves as an
nvironment to study plant and anial life. Jody Rosier of the Florida
udubon Society is studying Cyress Wetland in the arboretum.
The Cypress Wetland in the
rboreturn, a1so referred to as the
ypress dome, is a pond with cyress trees around it, creating a dome

shape.
"We want to look at the Cypress Wetland now and see how
healthy it is before they build,"
Rosier said.
The Cypress Wetland will not
be cleared for construction.
Newman said there have been
no objections by students or faculty
pertaining to the construction in the
arboretum.
Public hearings concerning
the plan were held in October, 1994,
and last September.
"That was the public forum,
and that's when students would
come forward," Newman said.
"There were no protests at the last
meeting, and it was advertised in the
Orlando Sentinel."

1--~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-l

finally seated
from SENATE, page 1

Malapira said that it was not
her fault for the delay, but S.G.'s
Malapira, last year's assistant election commissioner, said that she contacted S.G. as early as May looking
to get involved, and called bi weekly
after that to check on it.
She said that in August, she
was finally given the appointment.
Malapira said she felt the bureaucracy of the commissioners' hiring
is to blame for the lack of time to
prepare.
Election Commissioners are
responsible fornotonly supervising
the S.G. elections, but also securing
the ballot boxes, tents, etc. that are
necessary for holding it.
As for the Judicial Council's
decision to ignore the Election
Commission's suggestion to hold
new elections for the College of
Engineering, the reasons are still
unclear. Fines were levied against
David Siegel and Richard Maxwell,
hut nothing else has come of the
election violation charges brought
about by Lena Fernandez.
A letter explaining the Judicial Council's decision is supposed
to be out Monday afternoon.
The Senate also debated how
to help students with the campus
parking problem and what to do
with Dr. Tuhb's veto of a new assistant for S.G.
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Comultanta For Effective Leadership
p~eeent

The 5th Annual Etiquette Dinner
to be held at Harvey'• Bistro located downtown in the Barnett.Bank Building on
Saturday, October 21st ·at S:OOpm.
The prograin includes: ·

Mocktail Hour

Six Course Meal
Etiquette Training
Ballroom Dance lnatruction

•

To reserve 'your spot call 82 3- 64 71
Students_$IO/ Non-Students $30 Seating is limited!
l>eadJine for reservations is October 13, 1995!

CON$UL TANT$ FOR lF'£CTIVE L9.lllR$Hll'

.

•

..

Etiquette Dinner 1995
.

~~-Q_ntra1_A_oo_·~~fu~----......--P-llll()1l
Coming Next Issue:
I

O M. Kazim Ali, V.P. of the
United States Student
Association, thinks it's time for
government to invest in
education.
0 David Swartz, a little twist on music.
O Pat Fox, The Opinion Editor,
about the Stupid Terrorists.
O More letters to the editor.
The Central Florida Future welcomes your
letters and articles. Submissions may be brought to
ouroffices on disk, Faxed to 823-9495, or E-mailed
to the editor at patfox@eWorld.com. Call for details. Call now. Call often.

C~ntral Florida Future
Office Location

October 17, 1995

•
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CONTEST
When's the last time your opinion was worth
Wet 'n Wild tickets? Submit your 600-700
word opinion on one of the following topics,
and you could win tickets!

Official Rules: 1) Entries must be submitted by eMail
or on disk, and clearly marked "Opinion Contest Entry" 2)
All entries but have student's name and phone number 3)
Entries should be on one of these subjects a) politics b) life
at UCF ore) social issues4) All entries will be acknowledged
by phone or eMail, and may be published in the Opinion
Section. 5) En~ry Deadline is Noyerilber I, 1995. 6fEntries
will be judged on content and fomi, a~ · well as grammatical
correctness. 7) Winners will be notified by phone, and it is the
responsibility of the winners to pick up their tickets from our
offices.8) First place winner Will recieve two tickets, second
place winner will recieve one ticket.

Nevennind what O.J.
got away with, look
at Fuhnnan instead
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Mark Fuhrman, who testified he had not uttered the 'N'
word in I 0 years, was heard using the racial epithet on a tape
played for jurors. But he won't be prosecuted for purgery,
officials say, because it's too difficult to make the charge stick.
What could be hard? They have his voice on tape saying it and
. a video of him lying about it!
.
But wait, there's more. The retired detective's audio
tapes concerning Fuhrman' stales of police racism and brutality, which at least in part, resulted in the jurors acquittal,
prompted inquiries by the Los AngelesPoliceDepartmentand
the Justice Department. While the jury was only allowed to
hear a small number of instances in which he used the "N"
word, one of the more graphic examples of racist brutality
Fuhrman discussed on the tapes was the 1978 clash between
police and civilians.
Accardi ng to an AP report, Fuhrman said, "We kicked
the door down, grabbed the girl, one of their girlfriends, by the
hair, stuck a gun to her head, used her as a barricade. We
basically tortured them. There was four policemen, four guys.
We broke them. Their faces were just mush."
Fuhrman continued the story by saying there was so
much blood in the second-floor apartment where the beatings
took place that officers had to hose themselves off.
Antonio Rodriguez, a public agency lawyer who initially demanded an investigation just weeks after the incident,
said no investigation was ever conducted in earnest.
The Justice Department contends that the investigation
was dropped due to the lack of cooperation on the part of the
victim's attorney, the same man who demanded an investigation. Rodriguez, last Friday, denied any lack of cooperation
with federal.officials. Something stinks here, doesn't it? I
smell pig poop, and if you need infollllation ofjust how deadly
pig poop can be, check out David's story.~
And this is just one of the cases recently exposed by the
screen writer. Heaven knows how much brutality Fuhllllan
and his cohorts have levied upon minorities. The Rodney King
case just serves to illustrate the backdrop of brutal behavior
displayed by L.A.P.D.
I personally would like to be the one to point out that while
OJ. may have gotten away with a crime, it was in the course of due
process. Bitterpill ornot, it is a thousand timeseasiertoswallow than
the thoughtofapolice force,,and let's'cal~.~e~ what they are-men
with power and guns, who are apparently above the Jaw, who
routinely beat civilians and then boast about it to Hollywood.
If this nation is going to be in a racial uproar again over me
publicity generated by the OJ. case, then let's be hone.st with were.
the problem actually lies,..-- in the heart ofthe good ole ooy police
departments.

Dear Editor,
I would like to respond to Mike Mikovsky's Jetter
published in The Central Florida Future on September il. I
wouldn't usually bother commenting on a contribution from
a guest writer, however,atthis time I believe itto be absolutely
necessary.
Firstofall I'd like to comment on behalfofth~"new guy
that works with the bag person in the bookstore" whom you
tried to embarrass in your opprobrious letter. Why are you to
criticize him? Just because "he doesn't talk" to you, he must
"have a chip on his shoulder." I'm sure your Jetter was an
attempt to glorify yourself, maybe even to impress your
friends, without taking into account the psychological effects
you were producing. Now everyone who wasted their time
reading it will stare amusingly at the poor victim, thanks to
you.
Personally, I don't know this guy. In fact, I've never
even seen him before, but I do believe you seriously violated
him .
Furthermore, on a more positive note, I would like to thank
youforyoursubmission;itwasabeautifulillustrationofhypocrisy!
The# I 0 thing that ticks you off is "whiny people" and yet all you
did was whine throughout the whole piece about your problems.
The only otherthingl' d like to say, is that ifyour greatest frustrations
flourish from things like your"legs sticking to the hot seats" in your
car, your inadequate ability to eat chocolate chip cookies, or the
dilemma of rain upon your windshield, then be thankful for such a
luxurious life: you sound much better off than most of us!
Michael, please be careful who you scrutinize. Maybe you
should look at your own deficiencies before you begin telling
anyone theirs.
-Lawrence Resslar.
Editorial Note-The Opinion section always welcomes
letterstotheeditor,althoughprintingmaybeslightlydelayedunless
letters are sent E-mail or provided on disk.
Any submission, lettersorguestcolumnsreceived by E-mail
are acknowledge:d immediately. Hard copy submissions are pul:r
lished as quickly as possible.
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The perpetual problem wilh piles of poop
•
•

0 Bet you never
considered some of
these little-known
tid-bits about poop.
Put on your hip
waders and read.
Stop wading in that manure!
I'm going to assume you already know that swimming in pig
poop is unsanitary and a little strange
to say the least, but you might not
realize just how dangerous it is. Pig
poop can kill.
The Associated Press recently
reported that a farmer and his em_ployee died in a vat of hog manure
in Princeton, Indiana. Don't worry,
it wasn't their hobby or anything;
they had a perfectly good reason to
be wading in fo11r feet of pig droppings: They were trying to fix a
poop pump. As you already know,
poop pumps are often unreliable,
and this pump was no different.
It wasn't the hog waste itself
that killed the men, it was the gas it
gives off. Manure gives off methane and hydrogen sulfide gas, and
the tank they were frolicking in was
full of it (the gas).
Lately the media (when
you're a member of the media, the
word "media" means everyone else

actly how you'd think bags of warm light near his rear end. The constant
cow poop should) draws in new combustion of methane would be
customers or not. The pungent odor like a rocket. It's an all-around betdoes ward off any burglars wanting ter form of tran port. Currently, if
to break into the place, though.
your car dies you have no choice but
A great deal of research has to sel l it or scrap it. With the
gone into bovine methane produc- Cowmobile, if your steer stops
tion, most of it by - - - - - - - - - - - natuating,yourride
Many people feel that pig fellow humor colcan easily be transpoop should be regulated and con- umnistDaveBarry,
formed into hundreds of hamburgexcept you) has been focusing on sidered a controlled substance. If who actually gets
farmers and the irresponsible distri- you were to ask five random strang- paid for writing,
ers and ribs.
bution of fertilizers. They're not ers, "What do you think is the single like most frel'm sorry,
worried about making 30-foot tall worst threat to humanity?" A few quently-published
this article wasn't
com stalks. Instead, they're con- .really paranoid people will say columnists do (not
really meant to procerned about building bombs with "crime" or "war," but 80 to 90 per- that there's a mespose an alternative
cent will answer, "Pig poop."
~he fertilizer. Now the press has to
sage in thefe to theenergy source, I
Thankfully, there isn 'ta great folks in charge of
worry about another deadly fann.....
wrote it more of a
deal of pig excrement in Florida, but this paper or anyrelated material: pig poop.
111
public service anPig poop is a potent product. we do have a staggering number of thing). The studies
nouncement.Ihope
Detective Sgt. David Knowles, the cow droppings. Cow waste can be showed that the avyou will come away
officer assigned to the case, which just as hazardous as pig poop be- erage cow releases
from this co:umn
I'm dubbing "Poopgate," said fumes cause it, too, emits deadly methane about a quart of
with a respect for
from the waste overtook and killed gas. I've got personal experience methane every
livestock waste. It's
·
twenty
seconds.
the men in .a few minutes at the with cow manure.
nothing
to underes;.
I. work at a hardware store That works out to an annual world- timate. It has killed before; it will
·most.
I sincerely hope Saddam where we sell, among other things, wide methane release of 50 million kill again. I'd like to leave you with
Hussein doesn't hear of this infor- large bags of manure. The manure metric tons. The bad news is all that one last piece of advice. If, for some
mation. It could prove to be his most isn't rea.lly a hot seller, but it sure is_ methane can be dangerous. The good reason, you're swimming in a large
powerful and smelly biological a bad smeller. The bags of cow news is cows could be the answer to vat of pig or cow poop, for God's
sake, make sure there's a lifeguard.
weapon yet. If a bomber full of Poop poop, which we keep surprisingly our energy concerns.
Bombs were to drop a load (so to close to the front door, give off
Ouroil supply is supposed to
*Hey look! An Interactive
speak) over a large city, it would methane gas that is readily smellable run out soon, so gas-powered auto- Columnist! E-mail me at
cause mass devastation, countless from anyy.ihere in the county. I of- mobiles will be obsolete. The per- david.swartz@outdoor.com if you
deaths, and the need for lots of those ten question whether di splaying bags feet mode of transportation would wantrnorepoop-relatedarticles,you
of cow excrement (that smells ex- be a cow on rollerskates with a pilot -should know I have a poop-load.
pine tree shaped air fresheners.

The perfect mode
of transportation
would be a cow
on rollerskates
with a pilot light
near hiS rear-end.
e constant
combustion Of
methane would
be like a rocket

Examining America's so-called favorite pasttime
Well, here it is, the middle of
October and time for the World
Series, certainly the most farcical
championship event on the planet.
Indeed, this drawn-out, over-hyped
affair is the dull, flawed carbuncle
in the pitted and rusty crown of
American sport. Don't worry,
'though-I'm _not going to rhapsodize about the bygone era of baseball, of golden yesteryear when sluggers were true heroes. Outside the
sphere of the sandlot, I consider the
"sport" of baseball to be a wholly
repugnant enterprise, a swollen
parody of sport beset by parasitic
owners, greedy players and fans who
are the poster children of gullibility.
Baseball, observed some wit,
is America's pastime. On close examination of the game, this statement rings with sad truth; 95% of
"play" involves the participants
standing around doing nothing. After five or 10 minutes of this, they sit
down and do nothing. Add a television to this scenario and you have
American culture.
Oh sure, there will be moments
of action when a few players have to
move around a bit, but these interruptions of boredom happen rarely.
Baseball enthusiasts will tel Iyou
that these punctuations ofmovement in
the game create an air of excitement
and anticipation, imagined qualities that
I suspect are blatantly absent in their
own vapid lives.
The truth is that baseball is a
monotonous and sedentary game, intrinsically popular only because it mirrors the pa&Sivity and vacuity of its
~tatorS. Notice, if you will, the telling parallel of a fat outfielder trundling
afteraballandacouch-potatosimilarly
hustling for another beer and the
Doritos.
Its inherent absurdities aside

.

' la;
aires and handing your money and
attention back over to Steinbrenner,
lam much more disgusted by the Schott a~d Company.
Ultimate blame for this decontinued self-aggrandizing existence of baseball as a cultural icon, plorable syndrome does not fall on
and please don· t tell me I'm alone in t~e owners, of course, who in esmy execrations. Need I go into a sence are just savvy businessfolk;
fruitless condemnation of the ludi- no, it falls on you, the spineless,
crous salaries these "heroes" c9m- capricious, foolish public, possessors of a collective
mand? Need I rant
will as ephemeral
for sentence upon
as the wind and a
sentence about the
soiled character forrampant gluttony
ever inured to soof team owners
cial buggery, be it
and theirunilateral
in Congress or on
disrespect for
the baseball diafans?
Well, apmond.
Just recen ti y,
parently I have to,
because it is you
I had to endure andiehard baseball
other·glutof treacly
lovers,
you
praise for the sport.
Gushing pundits
knotheads with
your over-priced
.
everywhere have
team paraphernalia, you dunces heralded Cal Ripken as the glowing
glued to the daily bo.x scores who catalyst that will "save baseball."
What nonsense!
are the direct contributors to the
Listening to these fools, you'd
delinquency of the sport.
Last year, if you can remem- think the man did menial labor for
ber, the World Series was canceled. 12 years, swung a pick ax, hauled
Do you hear me? Not rained out, but coal and dug ditches. His arduous
actually canceled, chucked away accomplishment, the impetus bewith a casual shrug by a coalition of hind a nationwide celebration and
people whose selfishness is beyond unified hero-worship session, involved dependably swinging a bat
scoJ1e or comprehension.
Oh, you were outraged, you several times a game, running out
say? Well, all it took was a few grounders and making a few plays
token "fan appreciation days" and in the infield; now suddenly he's
two-for-ones this year, and you were Ben Hur. Add to this the fact that he
back salivating in front of the TV, doesn't have to work' half the year!
Mv rak11h1tions show that
rooting on your favorite million-

"Notice, if you
will, the telling
parallel of a fat
outfielder _
.trundling after a
ball and a couch-

sure, Ripken gets the good atten- buy tickets for next season. Attendance badge, but that , he only dance dropped this year; Jet it
worked , on average, three days a plummet the next. It'll take a few
years for the fat-cat owners and
week. Rough.
petulant
players co take notice,
Rip ken's contribution to the
overall health of baseball is cos- but such action will eventually
metic at best, like a nice hair-do return power back to the spectaQn a terminal cancer patient, and . tor.
As for the World Series, let
it's time we pulled the plug on this
'e m cancel it again. I really
dying game.
- - Turn off your television. couldn't care less. I'm a Cubs fan,
Don ' t watch the playoffs. Don't you see.
- -- -- - - - - - - - -

Win Wet 'n Wild Tickets
Complete this questionnaire front and
back, and it will serve as your entry into a
drawing for tickets! Winners announced
in this section October 31.
About You:
Name:
Major:
Days on Campus:

Age:

About the paper:
1) How often do you read articles and/or letters in the
Opinion Section?
D Every Issue D Once per week D Rarely
2) Do you routinely read the articles of a certain writer?
O Yes
ONo Who?_ _ _ _ _ __
3) Of the articles in the Opinion Section, which type of
articles do you prefer?
D Political D Humor D Campus subjects
4) Qf the articles in the Opinion Section, which type of
articles do you dislike?
D Political D Humor o campus O None
5) Do you think that the range of views presented is
D Very good D Adequate C Very narrow

•
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Club Info

Phone Reps-

Inside sales reps-

Services

Full or part time. Don't let your
education he the only item on
your resume. Work for a fortune
500 company and start building
your career today. You can be a
full time student and still work
for NORRELL Services al our
newest telecencer. We offer
$7.00/hr. base salary plus
monthly bonus. paid training,
paid vacation and service bonus!
This is a professional working
environment. Benefits available.
Call Troy today for an immediate interview! 384-8549 ·

Work for a leader in the telecommunications tield and one of
Orlando's top ten companies! This
is an inside sales position in a
business to business environment.
· Program hours are 8 am to 4:30
pm Mon.-Fri., no weekends.
Opportunity for advancement into
Quality Assurance, Super-vision
and Management. Call Troy at
NORRELL services TODAY!!
384-8549

Word Processing/ Editing/
Desktop Publishing
Pam B~asley - 365-2569

Looking For Athletes

.::ity Nights Valet is looking for
athletes.19 yrs. of age or older to
till valet parking positions at
several locations across Central
Florie.la. Benefits include:
OUTSTANDING PAY, FLEX.
SCHEDULING AROUND
CLASS & OTHER RESPONSIGay, Lesbian, Bisexual student
BILITIES, AND GREAT WORKUnion meets Tues. 9 PM, social .
ING ENVIRONMENT. AppliWorks Trailer room I 0 I .
cants must be able to drive
Everyone is welcome.
standard transmissions, work (I)
Info: 657-0614
weekend night and one (I)
weekday or night shirt minimum.
UCF Cricket Club for info 568and have a good diiving record.
1495 - Join now to play in Central
Only clean cut, honest;·
Florida Cricket League-Chris
hardworking athletes need lo
Persad
. apply. Call (407) 849-0670 Mon Fri, 8 am- 5 pm to schedule an
appointment
UCF Newman Club Catholic
Campus Ministry Mass Sunday
11 am PH 115 Club Night Thurs.
7:30 pm For more info: 2814438

Merchandiser-place posters on
store windows. $7-16+ expns ..
Greater Metro Area. Need car.
800- 852-6250

For Rent

Female wanted for one room/one
bath. Close to U.C.F. $270.00(uti Iities included) 678-1934

Earn $500 wk + Bonuses
Fast growing art co. seeks
motivated people to earn.big
dollars part time.
.. 240-1091

Roommate8 .

Earn cash stuffing envelopes ..Send
SASE to PO Box 774, Olathe, KS
66051

Wanted
Did you surf at the Hole Concert in
March? Call Cherie 849-6050

Babysitter-For 2 girls ages 5 & 8
one or two eves a week
Maitland 539-0052

HAVING FUN
. and getting paid for it!
If you're. ambitious, open-minded,
M/F Non-smoker N/D wanted to
people person looking for an
share 3/2 house near Howe] I
outstanding
career opportunity Call .
Branch and Aloma. W/D, dish-.
Leah
407-384-0085
washer, etc. $265/mo.+l/3 utilities.
$100 dep: Call 679-6483
Associates: Earn $700 to $2100
your/ Ist week increase
expotenti.ally from there. PT/Ff.
Have been booking travel for
Creative Business Opportunity
·several fortune 500 companies:
earn income working at home.
Ford, GM, Chrysler, and CocaSend $ l .00 & SASE to Opportuni- Cola. This is the most rock solid
ties 12976 Descartes Ct. Orlando,
opportunity you're going to find.
Fl32826
Ford Motor Fin 1-800-631-9436

For Sale

UCFSTUDENT
needed for Part-time Job
-PC knowledge a plus
-Flexible schedule
-Easy Money/Start Immediately
Call 658-2444 for more info.

1------------t

Help Wanted

r--

Christian Truth Study -.,

ON AN INDIVIDUAL BASIS, MEETINGS AT YOUR CONVIENCE

· Topics

Includ~:

Reading the Bible
Regeneration
Experiencing Chdst
The Body of Christ
Call 366-5435 for an a ointment

.9L Price{ess <jift - Make a unique and personal contribution to another
family's happiness:
·Healthy women between ages 21 and 33
are needed to donate eggs for infertile couples.
Compensation provided. All donors are anonymous.

Call Mary or Michelle at 896-7575
for informatio·n .

Call -----·> 658-2444
ACG 2021 ACG 2071 AMH 2010
ANT 2003 ARH 2051 BSC 1020
BUL3130CHM 1020CHM 2045
DEP 3004 ECO 2013 ECO 2023
GEB 4361 GEO 1200 SOP 3004
STA 2014 STA 3023 SYG 2000

Pitbull pups 4 sale.UBrimdle 3
Brown 200ea Call Mark 282-2557

fop The

Adventurous

• ' , Discount
w/ this ad!

381-7977

Meet the girl or guy
of your dreams now! 24 hrs
Leave or retrieve messages of
attractive singles in your area 1900-255-8585 Ext 5982 $2.99
min 18+ servu 619-645-8484

Personals
Christian-male 30-something
Black 5'9 170 lbs. N/S N/D no
couch-potato. Like sports, music
and fun. Seeks White/Hisp
girlfriend 20-40 for LTR possible
marriag~ 869-5681 or beeper 6459176
.

· Suaallas

Store

Guy's want to talk?
We want to listen!
Call live girls now! 24 hrs.1-900-378-2500 Ext. 6258
$3 .99 min 18+ servu 619-645
8434

Soap opera preview & review
24 hr news on all day/eve soaps
1-900-388-2700 Ext 9053 $2.99
min 18+ servu 619-645-8434

l 4K gold jewelry below retail!
Great holiday gifts! Buy now
and save on IOOO's of brand new
solid chains/charms/bracelets/
engagement rings/tennis
bracelets/Call 620-6187 Trade in
unwanted gold or have it
repaired~ Call 657-ti533

Explorer

Other

Mon-Sat
9am -7pm
8525 East Colonial DP. • Orlando, R. 82807
1

-GREAT JOBS & GREAT PAY .
-Immediate Openings For:
* Clerical/Administrative * Legal Services
* Secretary/Receptionist
* Data Entty
* Acct/Bookkeeping
* Telemarketing

Phoijc
~
667..:8755

BaUy's sp~cial limited orogram for
students and residents. Call Walter
297-8400.

Lose weight, get healthy, get
energy-all at the same time. Call
Alex-407-679-4507 or 24 hour
info 407-359-7206
Free kittens available Oct. 26 Call
NikkI at 380-5937

1iirli1l Custom Staffing, Inc~
PLACEMENT SERVICES

FUN EASY EXERCISE
Send $2 to Juggling the World PO
Box 4212 WP 32793

***** Never A Fee *****

,-----------------------------------------------------,
I
I
I
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l
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~
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Pleasechecko.neofthefollowing:
_For Rent
_Wanted
-:-Car Pool
_For Sale
_Services
_Autos
_Singles
_Tutors
_Roommates

_Greek Comer
_Club Info
_Help Wanted

_Personals
_Lost & Found
_Other

'--~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~--. _Cash _Check Amount$ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
I would like the ad to run the following dates. (The Future publishes Tues. and Thurs.
during the Fall and Spring Semesters. Deadline: 4 days prior) - - - - - - - - RATES: $1 per line for UCF students, faculty, staff and alumni. $2 per line for all others.
1 - - - - - - - -·- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Eacl'\ character in a string of Boldface or Capital letters count as 2 characters. PREPAYI
MENT .ONLY. NO REFUNDS. Mail form and payment to The Central Florida Future,
1. ..... - - - - - - - - - - - - - - .....: - - - - - - - - - - - - - f1875 High Tech Ave., Suite 250, Orlando, FL 32817 Attn: Classifieds, or fax form and
I
copy
of check to (407)823-9495. Ads may als·o may be placed in person in our offices,
------------------------~----1
located in the Lake Ebby Centre behind the UC7 Plaza, next to Holiday Inn.
For more info, call (407) 823-8054.

I

1------------------------------

, _____________________________ _
I
,-----------------------------~--.~-:-:-:-:..-----
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KCO Inc. Typing/$1,-50/678-6735

Olympic bench set w/ 450 lbs.iron, bar, collar $75 oho Call
275-7924

ttRLANDt1 UUTDUURS
The Family
Camping

U.C.F. senior Michelle Miller,
L.M.T., is offering therapeutic
and relaxational professional
massage at a special discount rate
for U.C.F. students. faculty and
staff of $25 per one hour session.
Call for an appointment.
623-9544
MMOOl3520

NHL NFL NBA
Score points trivia game 24 hrs
Call 1-900-388-2700 Ext 9055
$2.99 min 18+ servu 619-6458434

UCF Students Needed!
Ir you are enrolled in one or the
classes listed below, please call
·. to set up an appointment.

Licensed Massage Therapist

•

·•
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stand up and cheer for the crossword . .. F-1
the rectum connector rises· . .. ·F-4
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THE Crossword
ACROSS
I -a-brae
5 Cay
IO Health fmns
14 Resort near
Venice
15 Lasso loop
16 Place in a
palindrome
17 Unseal
18 Sweet drink
19 On one's(alert)
20 Lanky one
22 Spirit
24 Shade givers
25 Motion picture
26 Deliver
29 Traveler
33 Leaves
unmentioned
34 Doughnut
shape
35 Mineral earth
36 Commands
37 Plants with
fronds
38 Used up
39 Crowd's cry
40 Expunge
41 -Annoyed
42 Most irritable
44 Like a
greensward
45 British
composer

46 Tapered nail
47 Conqueror of
Mexico
50 Oft-recurring
54 Body structure:
abbr.
55 Dumbbell
57 Kind of code
58 Playwright
Simon
59 Weird
60 Layer
61 Writer Gardner
62 Live
63 Terminates

29 Sickest
30 Chess pieces
31 Sea eagles
32 Like tall grasses
34 Tantalize
37 Frantic
38 Degree holder
40 Where Dublin is
41 Part of Asia
43 Tell
44 Fairy tale shild
46 Cook a certain
way

47 Woody stem
48 Nonpareil
49 Track
50 Detonate
51 Ireland
52 Require
53 Paves
56Moming
moisture

The Answer_s

DOWN
I Shapeless mass
2 Mature
3 Mental object
4 Links
5 What's earned
6 Dirties
7 Rich deposit
8 Native of: suff.
9 Railway station
IO sofa
11 Scheme
12 Son of Eve
13 Manuscript encl.
21 Ne-ultra
23 Concludes
25 Chili con 26 Automaton .
27 Roussea:1 work
28 Factions
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Joel Goldman and
T.j. Sullivan

"Not only are these
guys knowledgeable
on the subject, they
are real life people
that we, as students,
can relate to ... they
somehow mq.nage to
keep you laughing
between the tears."
Amy Smith,
University of Oregon

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 18, 1995

8:00 pm in the UCF ARENA

SPONSORED BY:

R.E.A.C.H.
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A O.at with Theatre UCF's Jason Williams
by CINDY ELA VSKY
Staff writer

•
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As I sit with Jason Williams in the
upper lobby of UCF's theatre building, there
is a bustling commotion around us. A few
students are in line at the box office to reserve
tickets. Two actors are rehearsing a scene in
the lower lobby . A few more actors (Ross
Bogart and Randy Culzac) walk by and jokingly ask for their turns to be interviewed.
Jason shoos them away with a wave of his
hand.
"Those pesky actors," he announces.
If you don't know Jason Williams,
let me catch you up. Jason is one of the hardest
working students in UCF's theater program.
He has been one of the main " behind -thescenes" players in every UCF Theatre production since The Wake ofJamey Foster. He
is the treasurer of Alpha Psi Omega (the
national theatre honor society). He has just
begun shooting on an independent film set in
Orlando. However, he still finds time to
attend classes regularly.
Born i~ Pensacola, FL, Jason moved
with his family to Virginia when he was
fourteen. In 1992, he and a friend decided lo
move to Orlando "on a lark," where he attended Valencia Community College. He then
transferred to UCF and is now in the BFA
Stage Management program.
Williams was the stage manager for

the year' s first production, I Hate Hamlet. As
stage manager, he was " in charge of every
light that went on , every sound that was
heard," he explained. "We kept waiting for
that perfect show, but they rarely ever come."
When asked about the difficulties of being a
stage manager, he replied, ''A hard part is
giving out orders to your friends. I mean, do
you really want to take orders from someone
Y?Ur own age?"

\

Brook Hanneman, Jennifer Hodges, Kevin
Reams , Jenn Remke and Tim Williams). As
Jason explained , "We spent I 0 hours a day
together, six days a week. So everyone knew
who was having a bad day or who was having
personal problems. And we helped each
other."
Of the theater faculty, Williams has
only good things to say. HedescribesDr. Seay
as a wonderful teacher who has helped him
leaps and bounds. "He is
the kind of teacher you can
walk into his office and
talk for hours.
"Dr. Rinaldi is
very easy to get along
with," Jason explained. "If
hedoesn'tparticularly like
an idea you present to him,
he'll say 'So. you think you
.;.:,-.- .,;,;,...·.- ,:;....,.."'"'"~·.. ·i shoulddoitthat way.huh?'
Then you say, ' Uh , maybe
not."'
He also mentions
Matt
Carson,
the new Tech,...
..;;;'
photo/ SAGINARIO nical Director, as being one
~.·-·-):·,·< ~

~:.:; -:·:;-·

~~-)-
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UCF's Jason Williams many credits include being a
stage manager for "I Hate Hamlet."
As a whole, the casts of the shows
are usually very close, almost a family. This
was especially true of the Summer Company
cast (made up of Ross Bogart, Don Fowler,

of the most organi zed
people he has ever known.
"He's the main reason our
shows have .been running so smoothly."
However, what has been on Jason's
mind lately is his starring role in an independent film tentatively titled Orlando .

The film is being produced by Forte Productions and to be sold to home video and
cable. It is a romantic comedy about a man
and a woman who want to be together but
outside influences pull them apart. Hi s co-

"...when you die, you actually
get to leave. W'dh Eternity,
your soul stays here..."
star is former Penthouse Pet Levena
Holmes. Also playing smaller parts are
Mike Marinacchio (/ Hate Hamlet) and
Cory Baker (The Kentucky C_vcle, Part/) .
Jason is very excited about this project and
explained , "It ' s nice to have an outside
endeavor, to be able to get new energy from
new people ."
Now, thi s is not to say that he is
leaving UCF behind. On the contrary. When
asked when he will graduate, he replied,
" Never. I'm in the BF A Eternity program ,
as opposed to the BA Lifetime program.
With the Lifetime, when you die , you actually get to leave. With th e Eternity , your
soul stays here ... and does [scene] shop
hours."
At this point in his life, theater is
what Jason truly wanL to be doing. As he said,
"If I wasn't having fun , I wouldn't do it."

-
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Reclwn Comector
a Story by

Pick up your concert tickets at the daytime events

FOR MORE INFORMATION:
Tune in to your campus radio station
Visit Rolling Stone Online available on CompuServe (GO RSONLINE)
E-Mail: rsnmtour@echonyc.com

Nicole Ki,ng

Rain brings out the worst in
people; or perhaps, just the worst people.
I used to work in a video store, and I
remember how all the employees abso1utely dreaded working on a rainy night.
One of my co-workers, Helen, once said,
"All the decent people have enough sense
to stay home when it rains, and all the
crazies come out to play." I must admit
that after two years of peddling videos, I
worked my fair share of rainy nights,
encountered my fair share of certifiable
loonies and determined Helen's statement
to be true.
While working in the tumultuous world of video rental, I chanced µpon
many strange people, particularly on the
rainy nights that I worked. The parade of
cuckoos began with Mr. Riley. He was an
elderly gentleman who only rented videos
when it rained; and only James Garner
movies. About mid-way through the rainy
season, Mr. Riley had succeeded in viewing the store's entire collection of James
Garner flicks. But Mr. Riley, undaunted,
would continue to pop in on rainy nights
and politely demand to be shown the
store's James Garner section. I would
once again lead him to the array (abo~t
six), allow him to ogle for a little while
and then urge him to make a choice. Of
course, the next time tbat it rained, I could
always expect to repeat the process.
Next in the parade came a
middle-aged cowboy whose legal name
was Edwin but preferred to be called the
more demure, "Whoot." Whoot's rainy
night fetish was videos about hunting. I
came to the conclusion that Whoot felt
there was something mystical about rain
puddles that stirred his foraging primal
instinct. Somewhere in Hop-A-Long
Whoot's brain, there was a neuron which
compelled him to become one with nature
while scouring the wilderness for food in
order to feed his family; or at least watch
an instructional video on "how-to," just in
case he was ever thrown into that sort of
situation somewhere in ·the rural United
States.
Another rainy night regular was
a hard-working waitress named Barbara.
I wouldn't have minded seeing Barbara
every time moisture fell from the sky;
however, Barbara always came with a
caravan. Barbara's caravan was seven
children, varying from ages six months to
nine years. It was a sight that would send
chills down any video clerk's backbone.
There they were, wet children, who because of the rain, were denied access to
the outdoors. Consequently, they regarded
the video store as theirown personal jungle
gym. As irritated as I would become over
watching the store being slowly picked
apart, I never said anything to Barbara. I
always felt sorry for her for having such
rambunctious children, and I also knew
that she worked 10 hours a day and then
had the "magnificent seven" to wrangle
with every night.

I also remember a man named
Tim who seemed to blow in with the churning clouds of precipitation. Tim, in my
opinion, had a monomania for science fiction. It didn't matter how B-rated or corny.
Star Wars, Attack of the Deranged Moth,
Planet of the Apes, Killer Hubcaps from
Mars; Tim had been through them all and
could even recite dialogue from each upon
request.
However, I think the crown jewel
of rainy nights was Ms. Colon. If I had
never met a woman in my life whose personality fit the name, there she was. I looked
up colon and found' it to be the part of your
large intestines that runs to your rectum, (a
fitting orifice where this woman was concerned). Apparently knowing the obvious

·. ·"I looked up colon
and found it to be the

part of your large
intestines that runs to
your rectum. .."
simile· between her name and personality,
Ms. Colon became enraged when you pronounced her name to sound like the rectum
connector. Ms. Colon was, fo her mind at
least, Ms. Cologne. I always humored her,
but there wasn't a rainy night when I didn't
thin·k "a rectum connector by any other
name would smell as sweet."
I firmly believe rain to be a drawing salve for the more tawdry aspects of the
human personality. I have never in my life
met more bad-tempered, mean-spirited
people than those who are experiencing
wet panties. They are very easy to spot; you
can find them anywhere that is experiencing a cloudburst. There they are in.the midst
of a downpour; the huddled mass~s hurrying through the walls of torrential volley.
One of the shivering bodies takes refuge
beside you under your covering. At this
point it is just a matter of recognizing the
warning signs of rain-drawn evil: the shaking out of the dilapidated umbrella, the
stamping of the water-logged shoes to remove the droplets of water, the beads of
squall hanging from the ends of their noses
and the hair clinging to their foreheads
from the mere weight of the water.
No one is at their personal best or
cheeriest in this condition. Even Martha
Stewart would employ a few phrases coined
by sailors in this situation. Think about it.
Have you ever seen a chirpy, soaked person? Have you ever heard someone who
has just run through a typhoon stop and
exclaim, "My God what a good day and
great life I'm having!" I've yetto see it, and
I doubt you have either. And to tell you the
truth, I'm not holding my breath.

Tltebtd

CORRECTION: In our OcL 12 issue, Sabina
Vajraca's name was · kenly misspelled as
Sabina Bajraca. We apologize for the envr.
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· Theatre UCF cast and staging make 'Good'
by LAURA BUNDY
Theater critic

•

Good, at Theatre UCF this
weekend, is like many works of art
about the Holocaust, deliberately
~ raising questions about the human
capacity for good and evil. However, the main question audiences
• may ponder, especially in the second act of the play, is a dramatic
one. Can a show driven by one
character's moral decisions succeed
in holding an audience's attention,
if that main character is essentially
indecisive about his entire life?
The answer: Yes, but.
Good chronicles the moral
descent of John Halder, a professor
"' in Germany during the rise of the
Nazi party. Married with two children, respected in his field and loved
._ by family and friends, he seems to
have·it all. Yet Halder lacks exactly
those inne.r resources that make
people value their family and per-

son al achievements. Plagued by
mild selfishn~s. insecurity and intolerance, Halder has· never been
happy with his identity, making him
a perfect candidate for seduction by
the Nazi party. The extreme ideals
of the organization, as well impassioned speeches by its leader, offer
Halder an emotional high, the kind
that Jess shallow men find in love. A
uniform gives him the sense of belonging he never found in marriage
or friendships, and slowly, a reluctant Nazi is born.
This personal history unfolds
in overlapping vignettes, studded
with music, that take place largely
·within Halder's mind. The non-linear plot explores his dreams, his
interior monologues, his college
thesis defense and the ever-present
songs in his head. These songs, he
explains, serve as a running commentary to his life, though more
perplexing than enlightening for
him, and it is·;: not until a real bar.id,

playing a real march, greets his arrivalatAuschwitzthatHalderseems
to realize the implications of the
turn his life has taken.
Don Fowler portrays Halder
andhighlightshisself-absorbentnatureclearly butsubtly.Forexample,
when someone else speaks about a
problem to him, he simply doesn't
hear them. Fowler does a fine job of
showing us, right from the beginning, that while Halder isn't realJy a
bad man, there isn't much good
about him, either.
Fowler also navigates his
character's difficult transition well.
Whilesomecriticshavepointedout
that Halder's journey from mildmannered academic to mild-mannered Nazi isn't written as credibly
as it could have been, Fowler makes
the decline believable, taking one
step forward for every two steps
back.
However, during the final
scenes of the play, Halder has still

'I

not given himself up entirely to the Jenn Remke is excellent as Halder's
party, no matter what he claims to brittle wife, giving perhaps her tinhis superiors. His monologues be- est performance at Theatre UCF to
come more frequent and more date. In fact, the en tire cast is strong,
troubled with his further involve- both acting and singing, with the
ment, and it becomes difficult for notable exception of their rendition
the audience to listen to yet another of "Jesu, Joy of Man's Desiring."
justification, followed by still anIt is both the sol id cast and Dr.
otherhorriblerecognition.Halderis Donald Seay's imaginative staging
contributing to atrocities by the that overcome the potential shortplay's conclusion, but he is as ir- comings of the show. The entire
resolute aboutthem as he was about cast, including a trio of able musihis marriage earlier. This allows us cians, remains on the stage throughto see him as human, rather than a out the play, utilizing as commenmonster, but as Halder is the main tary the characters who are not dicharacter, it adds a certain tedious- rectly involved in the action. For
ness to the narrative.
example, a scene between Halder
Other characters in the show and Maurice involves a discussion
bold our attention more success- of Halder's sex life, during which
fully, aided by strong performances. Halder' s wife looks away in shame.
Foremost among these is Tim · Another device of the production is
Williams's portrayal of Maurice, the overlapping of the small viHalqer's best friend who happens to gnettes, showing us how Halder's
beJewish. Williamsisnolessthan mindmayli~gerwithhisloverwhile
vibrant in the role, which also show- he speaks to his mother.
cases his wonderful. singing voice.
The one exception to the success of the staging is the final moment of the play, during which the
opening night audience had trouble .
knowing when to clap. Overall,
though, the direction not only augmented the clarity with which the
plot unfolded, but made it more
engaging as well.
This production has its flaws,
- and .the play itself is limited by the
ambivalence of its main character.
Yet Good is worth seeing for its
strong ensemble cast and excellent
individual performances, as well as
the creativity of its staging. Good
runs through this Sunday at Theatre
UCF. Call 823-1500 for ticket information.
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Uberty coach Sam Rutigliano sees the
victory as huge and the rivalry as rough
O The Flames had
been shooting for a
win over Central
Florida since its
season began.
by TIM SPRINGER
Staff writer

In arguably the most pivotal
game of the season, the Liberty
Flames may have set fire to the
Golden Knights' playoff hopes Saturday afternoon at the Citrus Bowl,
and at the same time bettered its
own chances of reaching the post
season.

photo/HU~

The defense held the Liberty Flamesto just one touchdown
but couldn't put up any offensive numbers themselves.

Coming into the game giving
up 357 total yards and 25 points per
game, the Flames lived by its team
motto Win With D, Count On Me
and polished up it& ·averoges by
holding the Golden Knights out of
the end zone and at the same time
allowed just 276 yards of total of-

fense.
Establishing themselves as
a force early in the game, the
Flames' defense got to quarterback Daunte Culpepper in the
Golden Knights' opening drive
as they sacked him for a six-yard
loss. They continued to pressure
Culpepper, flushing him out of
the pocket forcing him to hurry
his passes. Finishing with four·
.sacks, the Liberty defense battered the UCF offensive line
from start to finish. Any turnover the Golden Knights acquired, the Liberty defense answered, giving its offense another opportunity to put points
on the board.
The Golden Knights were
marked from day one, by the
Flames, as a potential victim of
a sneak attack. With 14 players
on its roster from the Central
Florida area, Liberty football has
looked forward to this match-up
since the season began .
"We considered this game
to be a big riv;:il." UCF transfer
David Long said. "When the season first started we were looking
forward to this game. We
couldn't wait to play UCF."
Losing to the Golden
Knights six of the last eight seasons and being outscored I 0443 in its last two match-ups, the
contest has acted as a thorn in
their side. Planning to redeem
themselves, Liberty purposely
scheduled a bye-week before this
year's game in order to be better

prepared. Luckily for the Flames,
the UCF offense did not play up to
it's potential and the Liberty defense did.
"We came into this game
looking to keep it close and put
ourselves in a position to win it in
the fourth quarter." Liberty head
coach Sam Rutigliano said.
"That's what we try to do in every
game."
Sticking to its game plan
and benefiting from the stagnant
UCF offense, the Flames pulled
out a 7-6 victory that may be
looked upon, by UCF football, as
the back breaker of what appeared
to be a promising season.
With five games remaining
in the regular season, two against
I-A teams, the Golden Knights
control jts own destiny. And taking notice of the emotion and determination the Liberty Flames
displayed last Saturday may help
them get back on the winning
track.
"This game gave us more
confidence." Long said. "We felt
coming into this game that it would
tell us if we're good enough to
make it to the playoffs."
With the remaining schedule the Flames have to look forward to, the playoffs are not such
a figment. And if Liberty plays its
games for the remainder of the
season like they played against
the Golden Knights, they are. a
lock for the second season. "This
was ·a very important game for
us." Rutigliano said. "We're now
in position to control in what
direction we go."
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A tough day for freshman Daunte Culpepper and company
has dimmed the Golden Knights' Division I-AA playoff hopes

Next up for the Golden Knights is a rough
road game at Hawai4 to face the Rainbows

ANEMIC, from page 20

GOD-AWFUL, from page 20

in the game. Who could blame
him considering how well Daunte
Culpepper has passed in the Citrus
Bowl. But on this day, Culpepper
would look almost mortal, except for
a few spectacular quarterback scampers, completing only 9-of-25 passes
and no touchdowns.
Probably the most hurt by the
Knight's touchdown goose egg were
the members of the UCFROTC "cannon team" that fire a cannon blast

I.

every time UCF scores a touchdown.
Unfortunately, theonly blasttheKnights
heard was the unwelcome crack of the
final gun signaling the end of UCF's
chances to get out of an embarrassing
game and save face.
Tempers flared after the game,
as many players tried to cope with the ·
loss. However, despite the pain, the
season is not totally lost. The loss is
damaging to the Knight's hopes, but it
does not eliminate them from postseason play. It just makes UCFmoreof
a long shot.

The Knight's must now goon
the road and face two Division I-A
opponents in Hawaii and Northeast
Louisiana. As nice as it sounds, there
won't be much time for fun in Hawaii
after the recent loss.
'Tm not going to have a Hawaii-fun trip," McDowell explained
with a smile. ''I never intended to. It's
a working trip."
UCF players also agree.
. "We're lookingatareal tough
situation," Marquette Smith admitted. "Just like they say, we've got to
go back to the drawing board and
st.rut all over again."
·Starting over again means no
more wake-up calls if UCFhopes to
make the successful journey to postseason action in the I-AA playoffs.
Hopefully, the Knight's drawing
board will contain the answers to the
puzzle of achieving an 8-3 season, a
goal that was greatly extinguished by
the Liberty Flames when they came
into the Citrus Bowl and stole UCF's
offonsi vefire.

win," simply stated McDowell.
For the first time in a while
turnovers didn't matter and neither
did penalties. It was something as
simple as rhythm and the offenses
inability to get in one. Cu Ipepper's
numbers, 9-of-25 for I 00 yards,
prove once again that the freshman
is mortal, very mortal. Some passes
were dropped and others were just
thrown away. Freshman Mark
Nonsant lead the team with three
receptions for 76 yards, but 47 of
them came on the final play of the
half.
"Our lack of a big-play receiver hurt us this game more than
any others," McDowell said.
The one constant, running
bac~ Marquette Smith, remained
just that. The senior ran for 132
yards on 28 attempts, butit wasn't
enough to get the Knights in the end
zone.
"We pride ourselves on being

-

a high-powered offense, but we
didn't even score a touchdown;·
Smith said.
It was the defense that looked
high-powered Saturday, showing
the emotion the offense lacked. Linebacker JohnBryanthadanotherquiet
but solid performance with nine tackles. Nakia "The Ballhawk" Reddick
also came up impressive with seven
tackles, including one for a nincyard loss .
The loss drops the Golden
Knights to 3-3, and with a game
coming this weekend against Hawaii on the road UCF's chances for
the playoffs may have just disappeared.
"Now inste~d of us being a
guaranteed shot it's a long shot,"
Smith said.
"The pressure to win the
games you might not win during the
season now becomes bigger. ..I'm
optimistic, before the · season I'd
marked this (Liberty) as a win."

EDGE SALUTES
MEN'S INTRAMURAL EXCELLENCE
.
.
UCF Recreational Services 1995 Intramural Flag Football Standings
Fraternity B (FB)
Wins
Losses
PKAll
SPElll
SXll
LXAll
Pike Pledges
SAE II
TKEll
LXAlll
ATO

•
.,

4
4
4
2
2
2
2
0
0

1
1
1
3
3
3
3
0
5

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

photo/HUNT

The Flames demonstrated veteran experience late in the
fourth quarter behind senior quarterback Chiles.

•
"

ZfA

4

1

0

KO

3
3

1

1

1

3
1
0

2
4
5

1
0

PBP
ADP

AZD
DOD

0
0

Independent Women (IW)
PMS
BSU Ladies
FCAWomen
$.A.I.A.

5
3

0

1

1
3

0

5

0
1
1
0

Pegasus B (PB)
Knights
Fat Nation
Constructors
Raccoons
Air it Out
Dolphins

5

0

4
3
2

1
2

1
0

3
4

5

No Maam
Pittsburgh
Enfuego
Morphisized
4th and Dunk
AF Storm
Breakers
Strikers

0
0
0
0
0
0

Bucs
Eastside High
lntimidators
Rangers
Splak Plack
Trojans
Army ROTC
Blazers
Da Bucks
Red Dogs
SPElll
Panthers

. A.I.A.
Flaming Flags
Team BSU
Untouchables
AKY
Storm

5
3
2
2
1

0

0
1
2
2
3
5

0
1
1
1
1
0

1
1
2
2
3
3
4

4

Pct.
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

5
5

3
3
3
2

1
1
1
0

0
0

0

0

0

0

2
2
2
2
2
4
4
4
0

0
0

2

0

1
0

0
0
1

0
0

Fraternity Gold (GD)
LXA
PKA
SPE

4
4

1
1

sx

3
3

2
2

Fiji
TKE

1

4

0
0
0
0

0

5

0

0

Fraternity Black (BL)

Knight B (KB)

•

4
4
3
3
2
2
1
1

Independent A (IA)

0

Sorority(S)

..

Gemini B (GB)
Wins
~

Pct.

ATO
SAE
Acacia
KS
DU
PDT

4
4
3
1

0
0
2

0

3
3

0

4

1

1
0
1
2
1

.
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Liberty pulls out a 7-6
miracle against UCF
Red Alert- Will somebody
please notify the people in Cincinnati and tell them ITS BASEBALL
TEAM IS IN THE PLAYOFFS!
Man, I've never seen such a poor
example of fan support in any post
season for any sport (well, with the
exception of the Pittsburgh Pirates
- they, too, couldn't sel I out when
they won three consecutive divisional championships). After two
home games last week, there were·
approximately 18,000 unsold tickets. What kind of support is that?
It's absolutely pathetic support, and
it showed, too. The atmosphere ,of
the game kind of - well -sucks,
to simply put it, when the noise
level resembles that of a library.
That's too bad, because just when it
seems that baseball is beginning to
earn its respect back with some
incredibly-played games, the networks decide to let the world watch
1 two of the most enthusiastic games
between Atlanta and Cincinnati
(that's meant to be taken as sarcastic as possible). Don'tget me wrong,
the actual play of the games were
great, with both games going to
ext~a innings, but there was no excitement, and if you watched any of
the Seattle games (when you could)
photo/HUNT
you'd understand what I mean about
crowd excitement. Fan support can · Daunte Culpepper looks downfield for a receiver as the
make a big difference in the out- Knights attempted a last minute come from behind victory.
' come of a game. Maybe the Reds
should re-locate, say maybe' to Or-.
lando! And leave Marne there!
Sports Extra -~dett{ng. hit
·1 don't think Daunte ever got
UCF placekfcker
in the head with any object at any
into rhythm today," McDowell exgiven force will hurt very extremely Charlie Pirece's two
plained. "His motion was off from the
bad. Just ask Barbara Watkins. She
start."
field goals were the
was struck on the forehead by a
Culpepper was not totally ar
deflected hockey puck at the Solar Golden Knights'
fault for the offense's ignominious
Bears home opener against Detroit only form of offense.
passing pe1formance. It seemed that
on October6. Watkins injury came
things were out of sync from the start
in the second period when the puck
with receivers not · running proper
by JUSTIN DELIAS
llew over the plexiglass and struck
As.sistant sports editor
routes. Culpepper insisted that the
her in the head. Talk about tough,
Knights·had good practices all week
she still attempted to get her hands
When University of Central and deservedly gave the Flame's deon the loose puck because she had
Florida Golden Knight's head coach fense credit. However, it's hard not to
no idea she was bleeding at all.
Gene McDowell loo~ed at this year's look past Liberty to four days in HaGeez, not only have the hockey
schedule, he probably felt that it was a waii next week. McDowell was quick
players built an ''steel iron" reputasafe bet to pencil in a win against the to acknowledge that something just
tion, now the fans are starting to
Liberty Aames. An up-and-coming was not right.
follow the trend.
football program is supposed to beat
''I thought I saw us playing
Shaq off to another shack?
the pushovers on its schedule, but without the enthusiasm that I want us
- OK, here's a trivia question. unfortunately, the Knight's high-powto be accustomed to playing with ofWhat would the Orlando Magic be
ered offense c'ompletely sputtered and fensi veiy ,"McDowell said.
without Shaq? Answer: Nada. But
misfired at the most inopportune time.
The biggest blow came when
don'tworry,even though O'Neal's
The result: A 7-6 loss.
UCF blocked a Liberty punt and got
contract expires afler this season,
Coming into the game, the the ball attheAame's2 l-yardlineand
both Shaq and the Magic have no
Knights offense was averaging nearly· had to settle for a field goal instead of
intensions of splitting up. What it
28 points-per-game and 369 yards of punching it in for a score.
does mean is that he will be asking
total offense. So how did the Knights
'We moved the ball OA them,"
for more than the 5.7 million he is
get stifled into not scoring a touch- said Marquette Smith who rushed for
currently claiming. This is good
down?
126 yards. "But we just couldn't put
news for Magic fans because
..We just didn't execute when the po'ints on the board, and that will
teams are currently making salwe had to," UCF quarterbackDaunte kill you every time.
ary cap plans for next summer's
Culpepper said sullenly. 'That's the
'Weprideourselveson being a
bonanza of av~ilable free agents,
bottom line."
high-powered offense. Wedidn'tscore
which will include O'Neal,
I Alonzo
Despite the Aames losing its any touchdowns offensivley ... That
Mourning; Dikembe
leading tackler, David Long, early in was definitely a factor in our loss
Mutumbo, and yes. Michael Jorthe game to a severe groin pull, the today."
. dan (don't get your hopes up Or-·
Knights were notable to capitalize on
Atrer the game. McDowell
lando). This year's highest paid
the void his departure created. Most of quipped that although he is not a betplayer are: Ewing-18.7 M (in- I
the execution problems came from the ting man, he certainly would have
cit.ides balloon p·a ymenl),
passing game, as UCF was able to wagered with anybody that did not
Drexler-9 .8- M, Robinson-7. 7 M,
chum up 176 yards on the ground think UCF would score a touchdown
Dumars-6.9 M, Webber-6.5 M,
compared to only ac-note(I OOyards)
and A.C. Green.-6.4 M.
see ANEMIC, page 19
through the air.

eight with under three minutes left
in the game. Liberty answered with
a23-yard pass, resulting with a firstGod just may be a Liberty fan and-goal situation. UCF's biggest
play of the game, a 47-yard pass
or perhaps even a booster.
from Daunte Culpepper to Mark
Saturday afternoon when the Nonsant, came ~ith no time left on
skies opened and the rain came the clock right before halftime.
"This is about as tough as
Liberty's luck changed; and finally
so did its goose egg on the things can get," said a dejected Robert Braucht.
scoreboard, in its 7-6 victory.
The Golden Knights were put
With 12 minutes ·left in the
fourth quarter the rain came and into these Lough situations all day
coincidentally so did a· blocked . long because of its anemic offense.
Charlie Pierce punt. Following a UCF s defense nearly shutout a·team
three-and-out series by each team, that averaged 41.2 points per game.
"I thought the defense played
Liberty began "The Divine Drive,"
with 6:23 let\ in the game. They well," remarked head coach Gene
took the ball from its own 37-yard McDowell. ·
The offense, however, manline, and the drive ended 11 plays
aged
a
meager 276 total yards of
and four minutes later with
to a team thal had given up
offense
Lawrence Worthington ' s sacred
over
355
yards a game lhis season to
scamper into the end zone for the 7teams
such
as West Virginia Tech
6 lead.
"They should have never got and Deleware State.
"VMiscored5 I againstthem,
where they got," said an angry Nakia
Reddick afler the game. "We don't and we can't even score a touchlike giving up anything, but they down," McDowell retorted.
took it .. .I don ' t care if they started
UCFs only scores cameo~
on the 20, theyshouldn ' t get in our two Charlie Pierce field goals, 28
end zone."
and 35 yards. However, the biggest
But they did .
field goal of the day was the 38It all came down to Liberty 's yarder that sailed ever-so-slightly to
big plays coming when they neec;led the right. "If we score a field goal we
themmost,andUCF'scomingwhen
see GOD-AWFUL, page 19
it was inconsequential. Fourth and
by JASON SWANCEY
Sports editor

Anemic offense will have to shoulder blame for loss·
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Marquette Smith rushed for another 100+ game in a losing
cause against the Liberty Flames.

